
                 

MSBTE has always been robustly on the pioneering front 
regarding concerns of it’s stakeholders and the requisites of 
industry in delivering the anticipated product as essential for 
the betterment of the individuals and the nation at large. With 
the able guidance and directions of Hon. Shri Vinod Tawde, 
Minister, Higher & Technical Education, M.S. to integrate the 
technological up gradations in industries in the revised 
curricula so as to make students skill ready, MSBTE has taken 
strides ahead.
                 

The diploma curriculum has been on regular basis revised with 
new concepts, theories, technological innovations & altering techniques incorporated into. Accordingly, 
the ‘G’ curriculum for AICTE approved Diploma programs of MSBTE implemented from academic year 
2012-13 has been revised & shall be replaced by the “Outcome based education” curricula designated as 
the ‘I’ scheme. MSBTE along with Education Consultants of NITTTR, Bhopal and experts from the 
teaching faculty of various institutes have extensively toiled since October 2015 in developing a curricula 
that shall suit the patrons. All activities for curriculum revision have been conducted as per the model 
developed for curriculum revision and is now in place for implementation at all affiliated Polytechnics 
conducting AICTE approved Diploma programs.
                 

“I” Scheme Curriculum implementation: - Initially the curriculum contents for 1st year are notified for 
implementation from academic year 2017-18.  As rightly said, “Excellent Curriculum, poor 
implementation, the result is poor.” Therefore the most important aspect is to ensure uniform 
implementation of new curriculum contents at all diploma institutions in the state.
                 

Looking at the importance of this vital issue, MSBTE has adopted few strategies which are to be 
employed for smooth and effective implementation of new curricula in the state. The approaches for the 
purpose is briefly narrated below; 
                 

A. Bringing awareness among the Polytechnic faculty about new OBE pattern Curriculum by conducting 
“Orientation Programmes”

                 

B. Development of Curriculum Implementation Materials. (Lab manuals, Sample Question paper, Work 
book development)

                 

C. To develop guideline document for conducting progressive assessment and End semester examination 
(CIAAN Norms)

                 

Details of strategies adopted and conducted by the MSBTE for implementation of new “I” Scheme 
curriculum.
                 

1. Orientation of Teachers across the State:- “Teacher is the backbone of curriculum implementation”, 
beholding this, MSBTE has decided to orient the entire teaching community in polytechnics across the 
state by methodical conduction of State level Orientation programmes through its regional offices. Initially 
MSBTE has identified the trainer faculties and organized the Trainer’s Training Workshop for this 
identified faculty at Government Polytechnic Mumbai on 30/05 2017. The inputs were given by the 
NITTTR’s Education Consultant to these identified trainers. The trainer group identified comprises of 
Principal, Programme coordinators and Course experts of 1st semester courses.
                 

· Implementation of Orientation programmes throughout the state: - MSBTE conducted 29 orientation 
programmes for 2107 faculty members from 516 institutes at suitable Polytechnics in all regions through its 
regional offices.

                 

Development of Lab Manuals and Sample Question Paper: - Uniform and effective curriculum 
implementation is another key aspect, for which, the use of laboratory manuals and Sample Question 
Papers is recommended by MSBTE. Accordingly with the help of teachers under the guidance of Education 
Consultant these Lab. Manuals and Sample Question Papers are prepared will be made available to 
institutes immediately.
                 

2. Curriculum Implementation And Assessment Norms (CIAAN-2017): - In order to ensure uniform 
curriculum implementation throughout the state, MSBTE has prepared the CIAAN-2017 document, which 
will provide guidelines to all teachers about methodology of implementing the new curricula, undertake 
internal as well as external assessment for each course of each programme.
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From Director’s Desk...

Dear Readers,
It’s a munificent moment to interact 

with you in this picturesque quarter of the year 
when all is green and nature blooms. The theme 
of this issue rakes in infinite thoughts leading to 
sizzling and strife discussions amongst our 
stake holders, be it the student fraternity, the 
teacher collegium or the society at large.  
                   

Petrified has been the Reader, as he has 
been dreading the rise of embracing e-books since before the 
technology even existed. It was as early as in 1991, that a newspaper 
had predicted the invention of the personal e-reader which was very 
much goaded then. Twenty six years later, despite the fact that many 
own a tablet or e-reader, and an even greater proportion own 
smartphones that can also support books and electronic reading 
materials, it’s observed that  owning is not the same thing as enjoying 
the actual experience.  Discounting the natural resistance to change, 
it can be said that, the process of reading has changed with the 
emergence of digital technology. 
                       

Regardless of the cuddle of e-books in certain contexts, 
they remain controversial. Many people just don’t like them as they 
run out of battery and hurt the eyes too. After years of growth, sales 
are stagnating. In 2014, 65 percent of kids from 6 years to teens up to 
17 prefer to read books in print which is up from 60 percent in 2012. 
E-reading devices have been around only a few years, but it’s already 
hard to imagine life without them. And like all things tech, what 
started as a product for adults is now targeted at a younger audience. 
However, a few young people—who are accustomed to doing most 

things on screens are resistant to usage of e-books as they feel to get 
distracted, pulled away to other things and may develop eye strain 
and headaches and physical discomfort.
                     

High school tends to focus too much on textbooks which is 
because they follow a textbook culture. At higher education 
institutes, books used are more-so in addition to lectures as reference 
ones. Books will teach terms, definitions, and history, while 
professors teach application analogy related stuff.
                   

Many surveys show that students like electronic books and 
content, but ultimately insist on being able to print it out at some 
point. These eventual terminal users, are clearly the key holders on 
whom the impacts are significant. The cost of textbooks is an obvious 
concern for them, and e-textbooks help to address this concern of 
theirs. The ease of access has also been a boon for students who have 
access to content anytime, anywhere. They don’t have to heave 
around print textbooks to fulfill their requirements. This, in a way, 
better matches their study and admittance to all of their media, thus 
making it a better experience for them. The pedagogical experts 
support the e-system of learning & further endorse that e-delivery 
does improve learning. 
                          

Mentors, of course, epitomize a different demographic as 
many of them being now seniors grew up without technology and 
are, consequently, not as comfortable making this shift like the 
younger. Some students too enjoy the ability to read and learn online 
while others prefer marking up and having a hard copy handily 

available for making notes in the margin. 
                       

 One of the advantages from a teacher’s perspective is that, 
all of the new revisions are so much easier to implement. There are no 
qualms, that students will unintentionally get an old or an earlier 
edition. One just downloads, and it’s there available for augment 
interaction as well. The first optimistic factor that comes with the 
purchase of e-books is of course their small form factor and ability to 
store massive volumes of them in a very small space. This is a very 
huge desirable for travelers and people who are fascinated in 
minimalistic life choices. And yet the experience of reading e-books 
is not always satisfactory. We crave technology, connectivity, but 
hanker solitude too. E-reading opens the door to commotion. It 
invites connectivity, clicking and purchasing. Paper books safeguard 
our aloneness. That is why we love them, and why we read printed 
books as yet. 
                     

Though the use of textbooks might be cheaper than 
electronic devices, students also get less for the price. Each textbook 
normally represents a single subject for each standard, thus 
necessitating it’s purchase per student. However, this cannot be 
updated as per curriculum changes and hence can quickly become 
obsolete. Without mention, all of the ancillary materials and 
collaborating content, textbooks become unable to offer. These being 
equally vital to the modern teacher, the increasing need of the use of 
electronic devices proves the point. Further, access to wifi and 
devices are more affordable while the funding allocated to textbook 
purchases continues to wane. 
                   

Customarily, educationalists adopted a teacher-centered 
approach that mandated the teacher to position in front of the 
classroom and present the curriculum. Textbooks were generated so 
as to provide the necessary information for a class without 
necessitating the teacher to find other sources. With the advent & 
availability of technology, these limitations no longer apply; and 
curriculum standards have begun to reflect it. Instead of prescribing a 
set of information, modern curriculum of competency base, adopts 
an inquiry based structure in which students explore a given topic in 
order to answer essential queries and key concepts. Textbooks are a 
good means during this route of discovery, but they are limited in the 
information they provide and students are eventually encouraged to 
look beyond them in order to achieve success.
                 

Many teachers assert that having state of the art technology 
based equipment in classrooms are more important than investing in 
traditional textbooks. A study also found that more than half of 
teachers believe learners are seriously disadvantaged if they do not 
have access to the internet at home. Many predicted that textbooks 
will become obsolete in the future due to the rising use of gadgets in 
classrooms.
                   

However, in order to achieve balance, both technological 
based teaching and traditional teaching methods should be adopted 
convincingly. This approach is generally denoted to in education 
circles as “blended-learning,” which is designated as a middle 
ground in which teachers and digital learning materials can coexist.
                   

My Congratulations to all the successful diploma pass outs 
along with best wishes for a bright colorful career.

 Rise & fall in number of e-readers                                @statista 2015

The reason is that till date, 

in spite of advances in 

information technology and 

strategies of information, 

the written word in the form 

of books still remains one of humanity’s most enduring legacies. - Ibrahim Babangida

Books allow you to fully 

explore a topic and immerse 

yourself in a deeper way 

than most media today. 

- Mark Zuckerberg.
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“I” Scheme Implementation  Contd...

• Assessment of Micro project:  Micro project is a mandatory common 
feature for all courses (Theory & Practical both) of all programmes. 
The numbers of sample micro-projects are listed in each curriculum 
document. Micro-projects are allotted in groups for the lower 
semesters whilst every student of higher semesters will be assigned 
individual micro-project. Sample rubrics are specified for evaluation 
of micro-projects.

                 

• For maintaining records of departmental activities and progressive 
assessment of theory and practical courses, a total 15 different 
formats are provided in CIAAN document. These proforma are to be 
used by the respective teachers maintaining the progressive 
assessment records of their students.

                 

• Rubrics: - The detail guidelines are given for development of rubrics 
for indirect assessments of practical oriented courses by designing 
the rating scale criterion for evidences to ensure attainment of 
desired course outcome.

                 

3. Mandatory Industry internship for all students: - As it is a mandatory 
criteria in all programmes, the heads of institutes are informed to 
enhance industry liaisoning for feasibility of training placements.
                 

4. Improvement in Academic Monitoring Proforma: - The new 
curriculum is centered on the OBE pattern as per the directives of NBA. 
Accordingly the academic monitoring proforma has been revised by 
considering necessary mandatory requirement as initiated by NBA.
                 

Curriculum Design down Approach verses Curriculum Implementation 
Up Approach: - 
                 

As per OBE philosophy, the curriculum revision will starts from 
defining the Outcome to be achieved by the learner, followed by 
designing the evidences by teachers for learner.  The teacher will also 
design the Learning Experiences based on curriculum contents which 
will facilitate student to exhibit the required evidences during 
assessment carried out by the teacher. Finally after assessment of 
evidences, teacher will certify the achievement of outcome by students. 
Thus the curriculums design process move from top to bottom design 
down approach.
                 

However during implementing of curriculum, the implementation starts 
from analyzing the curriculum contents by the teacher, followed by 
designing of Learning Experiences based on contents. These learning 
experiences when imparted to the students will enable them to exhibit the 
required evidences before teacher for assessment purpose. The teacher 
after assessing the evidences finally certifies the achievement of 
outcomes by the students. So this is implementation up approach.
                 

Role of Teacher: - The role of teacher is most important in OBE 
curriculum Implementation as he is the initial link in implementation of 
curriculum. Teacher is expected to read the PEOs, POs, COs PrOs, and 
UOs of their courses and develop appropriate learning experiences 
which enable their students to exhibit proper evidences for making their 
assessment. Teachers are also required to develop the rubrics for 
assessment of these evidences of students so as to certify that the 
outcomes are achieved by the students. Moreover the assessment carried 
out by the teacher is valid and reliable too.
                 

• Rubrics: - The detail guidelines are given for development of rubrics 
for indirect assessments of practical oriented courses by designing the 
rating scale criterion for evidences to ensure attainment of desired course 
outcome.
                 

3. Mandatory Industry internship for all students: - As it is a mandatory 
criteria in all programmes, the heads of institutes are informed to 
enhance industry liaisoning for feasibility of training placements.
                 

4. Improvement in Academic Monitoring Proforma: - The new 
curriculum is centered on the OBE pattern as per the directives of NBA. 
Accordingly the academic monitoring proforma has been revised by 
considering necessary mandatory requirement as initiated by NBA.
                 

Curriculum Design down Approach verses Curriculum Implementation 
Up Approach: - 
                 

As per OBE philosophy, the curriculum revision will starts from 
defining the Outcome to be achieved by the learner, followed by 
designing the evidences by teachers for learner.  The teacher will also 
design the Learning Experiences based on curriculum contents which 
will facilitate student to exhibit the required evidences during 

assessment carried out by the teacher. Finally after assessment of 
evidences, teacher will certify the achievement of outcome by students. 
Thus the curriculums design process move from top to bottom design 
down approach.
                 

However during implementing of curriculum, the implementation starts 
from analyzing the curriculum contents by the teacher, followed by 
designing of Learning Experiences based on contents. These learning 
experiences when imparted to the students will enable them to exhibit the 
required evidences before teacher for assessment purpose. The teacher 
after assessing the evidences finally certifies the achievement of 
outcomes by the students. So this is implementation up approach.
                 

Role of Teacher: - The role of teacher is most important in OBE 
curriculum Implementation as he is the initial link in implementation of 
curriculum. Teacher is expected to read the PEOs, POs, COs PrOs, and 
UOs of their courses and develop appropriate learning experiences 
which enable their students to exhibit proper evidences for making their 
assessment. Teachers are also required to develop the rubrics for 
assessment of these evidences of students so as to certify that the 
outcomes are achieved by the students. Moreover the assessment carried 
out by the teacher is valid and reliable too.

Curriculum  implementation, Curriculum  development
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Faculty Speak

In the present date and age when every 
information that we want is just a few clicks 
away, the textbooks might seem redundant or 
obsolete to many. Any question that a student has 
will be solved in a jiffy as long as there is good 
internet connection. Textbooks are now obsolete 
in the sense that there are not many students 
pouring through mountains of books just to learn 

about a single concept. A simple search and all literature related to 
the concept is available to them. Also, with the rapidly changing 
technology, it is difficult for the textbooks to keep up. It might take 
months or in some cases even years for technological changes to be 
reflected in printed media. A lot of schools in Mumbai are moving 
towards the use of tablets in classroom learning. While, exposing 
students to technology at a young age would help them in the long 
run, it might also expose them to undesirable content.  It is found that 
more and more teachers expect students to have computers and 
internet connections and pupils without the same fall behind on their 
work. Students and teachers living in a metropolitan city find it 
difficult to comprehend the fact that there are people who do not 
have internet access and who rely totally on the ‘out dated’ 
textbooks. It is a common observation that with all the information 
available to students online, they do not try to retain the information 
they read as it will only require a single search to get the results. Also, 
not all the information available on the internet is authentic. On that 
front, a textbook can be trusted to be true and based on extensive 
research work. Thus, a complete disregard for textbooks will not be 
in the best interest. 

Neha Menon
Chief Communication Officer

Sarvaswa Ventures (OPC) Pvt. Ltd.

Neha Menon

         I was born and brought up in Mumbai, 
where I received my preliminary education as a 
child. The desire to achieve something was what 
has always motivated me to surge ahead in life in 
spite of the struggles that I had to face during my 
educational career. I am told that as a student I 
was quite intelligent and had a sharp observation. 
Along with that I also had a flair for the 

appreciation of symmetrical shapes and patterns. It appealed to me 
the most. That led me to take up Instrumentation Engineering as my 
subject of specialization. I joined Government Polytechnic, Mumbai 
in pursuit of my further education under the firm and able guidance 
of my teachers.

 I obtained a diploma in Instrumentation Engineering in the year 
2014.The first opportunity that came my way to present myself as a 
professional, was with ‘Building management systems executive’ in 
2005– Mumbai. It was the sincerity and dedication to my job that 
helped me to gain the necessary experience and the know-how of the 
Building automation Industry. With that expertise and knowledge, I 
had the opportunity to join Honeywell Automation (I) Pvt. Ltd, a 
company known for its ethics and honesty and nominated for the 
prestigious awards for Quality management. I was also a recipient of 
The Quick Learner’s Award in this organization. 

But the urge to grow and achieve something in life was always 
foremost in my mind. It took shape in the form of commencing my 
own startup by the name of M/s. Namrata Systems, a Project 
Management Company along with my friends. Today our company 
has come a long way. It has 13 dedicated employees and we have 
worked on 35 sites which have eleven floors. We have also worked 
on a 17 storied building. We are always ready for new challenges that 
we can turn into opportunities for growth.

 I would take this opportunity to advice the budding engineers 
that the present market scenario is tough and demanding. It asks for 

Vaibhav B. Virkar

A moot question but a very relevant one in 
today’s tech savvy world.
For centuries books have been an inevitable part 
of the education system. They provide the basic 
information for the learning process and help the 
teachers in further embellishing that basic 
knowledge through examples and explanations.
With the advent of the Internet, knowledge is 
now available at a click &acquisition of 
knowledge has now become seamless and 

boundaryless. In fact, in today’s world there is an overdose of 
information to an extent that it can sometimes be detrimental to 
society. In life, there is always an element of obsolescence that 
creeps in over a period of time and new ideas take over and the old 
becomes a distant memory…..not so with text books!
From an Indian perspective, there are millions amongst us mostly 
girls and young women who are unable to read a single sentence, let 
alone having access to the Internet. Hence, books remain our prime 
weapon in the fight against illiteracy and opening the door to 
knowledge, essential to individual self-esteem and empowerment. 
Today, it is not possible to have internet connectivity in all 
classrooms for on line learning and so text books will continue to 
form an integral part of the eco system of Indian students for many 
more years to come. We as a country have still a far way to go with 
current literacy rate fluctuating at two ends of the spectrum!
Pertinently, as we build the next generation of citizens, we need to 
inculcate in them the qualities of team work, leadership, 
inclusiveness and communication skills for which we need to bring 
them up in a classroom environment - synonymous with text books.
While we emphasize on the relevance of textbooks, we must be 
complimented by the ability to acquire knowledge through the 
digital medium all of which will lead to ‘wholesome’ development. 
So the answer to the moot question is, Yes books are relevant but use 
of the digital medium must compliment the same to lead to all round 
and robust development of the students!

K Ramakrishnan
Ex. V. P. Corporate HR,  L & T Limited, Mumbai

K Ramakrishnan

expertise, mastery in many fields and multitasking capabilities. 
Hence one should choose the line of action with rethought and a 
cautious approach. Expectations from the engineers are increasing 
multifold. We need to innovate, conduct research activities and 
manage our tasks skillfully. 

In the present era of technology, the approach of engineers 
should be more towards analytical skills with the use of available 
technology which in turn demands us to be technosavy and 
competent enough to deal with abrupt, hard and chaotic situations in 
the practical field of life. Frequent job shifting indicate the instability 
and flickering nature of individual. Hence, remaining satisfied with 
what one possesses is a good thoughtful advice. Hence one should 
survive to succeed and not to perish. Inspiration and motivation 
helps one to work hard for one’s dreams & goals to be fulfilled 
despite any hardships that may come one’s way. 

Mr. Vaibhav Balkrishna Virkar,
Proprietor, M/s. Namrata Systems,

Corporate & Residential Services,Mumbai.

Success Story Of  Diploma Holder

Theme for the next issue: 

“Research and Innovation – 

the new modes of 

teaching and learning”

“Are text books obsolete in the present scenario of technology”

Industry Speak
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Theme for the next Issue

Student Speak

Faculty Speak

Are text books obsolete

in the present scenario 

of technology?

In today’s Educational and Professional field, 
books have a very vital role to play. But now days 
a human being is getting habitual of technology 
and is developing this habit gradually as he can 
complete his/her task easily with the help of 
modern technology. That is the reason text books 
are getting replaced by e-books. Now on one 
click one can get any type of information easily.
As we always say that change should be there and 

for our generation e-books can become a very good alternate, 
because it saves our time. Time is very valuable in our life and as a 
result every person wishes to prefer e-books. But we cannot deny the 
value of text books because every coin has two sides and if we take e-
books into consideration it is convenient for everyone. But in our 
education system it is not possible to make avail the e-books to each 
and every person at this stage, as the required gadgets for modern 
technology are not reached to grass root level and people cannot 
afford it easily.
On the other side there is that much accuracy in text books and it 
saves electrical energy which is very essential for the modern 
technology. At the same time e-books or this technology can be 
affected by virus, as we face various problems due to virus and get 
disturbance in our routine work.
So there are advantages and disadvantages of textbooks and 
technology. Both have the same work i.e.to provide knowledge. It is 
our choice that what we have to prefer e-books or text books as per 
our convenience. Text book we can keep with us physically, we can 
keep it in our personal library, e-books virtually with us. We have to 
decide what we have to choose.
So Text books cannot be obsolete directly in the 21st century because 
it has its own place at various level in every field of education and it 
will take too much time to get replaced it by e –books.

Prof. Mankar R. S.
Lecturer- EJ, Matoshri Aasarabai Polytechnic, Eklahare,

Nashik

Prof. Mankar R. S.

This is the 21st century and a lot of new learning 
technology has been developed for the use of 
students. They are very light & more advanced 
than textbooks and would open windows for 
students to new knowledge. A textbook is 
collection of the knowledge, concepts and 
principles of a selected topic or course. It is 
usually written by one or more teachers, college 
professors or education experts. 

The textbooks are really important because you want to know about 
what happened in the past and how things have changed over the 
years. It is a waste of time because students don’t like to read to begin 
with so they are not going to enjoy reading a big boring textbook.  
Students would not have to carry around tons of heavy books. We 
should have to take advantage of the technology we have today and 
use it for the better future. The textbooks are a complete waste of 
space & paper too. We should switch to technology.
Now day’s we all have electronics & we can find textbooks through 
the internet. Technology is advancing all around us and with that 
colleges should make a technological change as well. Not only 
would evolving from textbooks to a computer based learning 
environment promote a technological evolution, but it would help 
eliminate the issue of the depleting source of trees. Textbook contain 
a minimum of information and technology is more updated. We 
could download books to our phone, laptops, e-Readers and iPads. 
We carry these items with us regardless.  Every day there is new 
information than a textbook would have. Technology has now 
become a part of lifestyle of students. 
Textbooks are one of excellent teaching aids. For new teachers, 
technology is considered a necessity for the learning environment. 
Teachers can come up with creative ways to teach their students that 
keep them engaged. Technology helps the teachers prepare students 
for the real world environment.

Mr. D. K. Kamble
Rajendra Mane Polytechnic, Ambav, Ratnagiri

Mr. D. K. Kamble

In early days, there was paucity of learning 
resources and awareness about education too. 
The 21st century had brought revolution in the 
education field with introduction of new trends 
and technology so many aspiring youth had 
started to use lots of latest learning Medias like e-
learning, ICT tools & online modules. The 
advance platform brought education to doorsteps 
of students on a single click on computer screen. 

But in English there is a beautiful quote “Too much is too Bad”. It is 
certainly a true thing which might be the fact about the above 
mentioned all learning platforms. Due to the excess use of such 
things, textbooks are becoming obsolete and no one is ready to refer 
it at first moment which compelled to the authorities to declare some 
villages as a “Book Village” like Bhilar village in the Satara district 
of Maharashtra state. The important reason for the same is the 
diminishing habit of concentrating on something due to excess use 
of social media and various online games available on internet. The 
students are habitual to instant reference material and they hesitate to 
devote extra time on understanding the basic concept in the subject 
due to availability of the superficial information of the same subject 
by means of using latest technology. It is always said that “books are 
the very good friends” in non-availability of the teachers but now a 
days no one is willingly ready to do the friendship with those friends. 
In my opinion while designing of any textbook one has to refer a lot 
of journals and material also someone has to do the practical 
experiment for long time. Due to the avoidance of textbooks one 
may lose such authentic proofs for the same concepts and one also 
lose thrill while learning the subject. The availability of concise 
matter also hindered the thrust of gaining more and more knowledge. 
So, in my opinion, to preserve the legacy of great people it is our 
responsibility to do maximum utilization of such textbooks during 
the curriculum and daily life also. The young dynamic youth has to 
habituate himself to visit libraries frequently and aware all the 
students to do the same also. 

Mr. Rajwade A. V.  
Lecturer, EXTC, Rajendra Mane Polytechnic, Ambav, Ratnagiri.

Mr. Rajwade A. V. 

“Are text books obsolete in the present scenario of technology”

In the recent period of digital revolution books 

are being replaced gradually by e-books.  This 

idea can be considered in two different ways. The 

first is more specific way that paper based books 

are becoming obsolete as e-books can be 

transmitted easily. E-books require less amount 

of space to store. For production of paper books it 

requires a paper as a raw material made from trees 

which causes killing of trees. But E-books can be produced without 

paper. Second is the more general idea that though e-books are 

available still most of the people use audio or video Medias for 

learning instead of reading. Also students from different standards 

can get ideas very easily if we use multimedia teaching materials.

But as we consider our Indian population, senior citizens or people 

from rural background cannot access those e-books or kindle books 

easily. Whereas they consider that books have physical beauty. 

There is something about holding a book in our hand and also act of 

physically turning a page that can’t be matched with pixels on 

screen. Printed books are collectible which possess the quality of 

society that represents reader’s method of reading in order to make 

that book copy unique. But the reality is they are not that much aware 

about internet access or computer systems.

E-books are accessible with electronic devices such as computer or 

mobile device which can have many problems like their operational 

cost is more. Due to the unavailability of network, failure of 

electronic devices and unavailability of electrical supply E-books 

may not be available sometimes when we require. So, as per 

consideration of our Indian public E-books cannot completely 

replace paper books

Prof.A.P.Sangale

Lecturer- Computer Dept.

Matoshri Aasarabai Polytechnic,Eklahare, Nashik

Prof.A. P. Sangale
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“Earth provides enough to satisfy 

every man's needs, 

 but not every man's greed.”
Mahatma Gandhi

Textbooks are becoming obsolete due to rise of 

technology in the classroom. As nine in 10 

students and teachers have android phone with 

internet access facility, it will be easier to manage 

if anyone just downloads the book he wants to an 

ipad or kindle. Even we can find the recent 

edition and read particular book any time with 

help of current technology. In the present ‘Digital 

Era’, from children to senior citizen all have become a part of 

‘Digital Era’ in the form of reading online books, using social 

networking sites, booking various tickets online etc. It is observed 

that the percentage of children who read an e- book has been 

increased rapidly. Now a day teachers are also increasingly 

assuming that children have internet access so they is uploading their 

subject assignments on school or college websites. The link of e- 

books are also made available for the students in various institutions. 

Even Municipal Corporation like Mumbai has provided the tab with 

complete loaded digital books to their school students as per their 

syllabus to avoid the heavy loads of printed textbooks. If any student 

wants to refer any reference book, he/she searches on the Google 

instead of visiting college library by saying “Jiska koi nahi hota uska 

Google hota hai.” (When nobody supports you then Google will.) . 

However Technology cans not a replacement for textbooks. It is 

another tool in the present ‘Digital era’ but student must learn how to 

use it properly to get best out of it. Finally we can say that printed 

books are for those who love hard copy of the books and digital 

books are for those who love soft copy of the books.

Mr. Anwar K.Shaikh

Lecturer, Saraswati Institute of Technology,             

Kharghar, Navi Mumbai 

Anwar K. Shaikh 

 “A book is a device to ignite the imaginations”
“I think life is a good book, the further you get 
into it, the more it begins to make sense”
 India is a traditional country that follows 
traditions. As per a survey more than 90,000 
books are being published per year in India.
Books are the givers of knowledge. However, 
they will cease to be the main stay of knowledge 

and their role is primarily that of an entertainment medium. Books 
are very near and dear to our hearts.I really love the book feel, look 
and even the smell of new book.”I can’t sleep unless I am surrounded 
by books.”In today’s world of emerging technologies new 
inventions are being done for each and every task to reduce the 
human efforts. E-book is a replacement of Textbook.
A textbook is a physical book that has text, images etc. printed on 
paper, pages bounded and with a soft cover. E-book is an electronic 
book that is formatted into a file that can be read on an e-reader 
device or app. The important difference is that print books have 
layouts that are stationary & once printed cannot change, whereas 
eBooks have energetic layouts. This is because e-books are 
configured with re-flow able writing.
Textbooks are more dependable resource which everyone can use 
without Wi-Fi or any technical devices. They provide clear, concise 
and accurate information but be on safer side while accessing e-
books because we will not be aware of writers and updaters of the e-
book. These are economically affordable as compared to web 
capable devices like kindle, tablet or i-pad. They always maintain 
table of contents for easy access to the reader but e-book do not have 
page numbers so we have to navigate all the matter for a single 
search.
Textbooks inculcate reading habit or ability with silence which is the 
main weapon of success. Digital technologies can be used only for 
brief explanations as assistance only. Our digital world has placed 
more demands on student’s attention and has refined the meaning of 
literate. 
“A book is a dream that you hold in your hand”
Normally human tendency is to learn by reading. We can highlight 
the text in textbook as per our interest but in digital copy it is 
impossible if the copy is write protected. “Books give a soul to the 
universe, wings to the mind, flight to the imagination and life to the 
everything. A good book has no ending”

Kavita Bramhankar
Lecturer Computer, NIT Polytechnic Nagpur

Kavita Bramhankar

In simple word textbook is nothing but ‘A book 
used as a standard work for the study of a 
particular subject and when we say standard 
work, it is something that which is used as a 
measure or model in comparative evaluation.
Format of the textbook is so designed by the 
author and publisher to provide information 
efficiently. However, advanced textbook may not 
be understood by a student without help of a 

teacher. Good textbook and a good teacher working together can be 
more effective for a student. Textbooks are written with the intention 
that, first teacher will explain it to students and second is that the 
student will work on every problem in Textbook. After all it takes a 
semester just to figure out what are the topics covered and content of 
the book for students.
Now a days, textbooks are going under a major transformation, 
because many of the people are concerned about ‘wasting paper’. 
This is not waste of paper when it is used for good use.
Textbooks are not great literature but now a day’s it is necessary for 
student because of many reasons. Textbook gives proper idea about 
the subject, these days because of Internet and smart phones it is very 
easy to get the information on any topic. But it is not feasible to every 
student to have access to the internet, and more importantly sources 
on internet such as Wikipedia and other knowledge providing 
websites are open to editing by anyone, hence it is not authentic 
sources of information. Comparatively textbooks go through many 
reviews by author and publishers, then it is made available for use. 
Textbooks are not becoming obsolete, they are actually under 
transformation, because it takes time to absorb the knowledge found 
in them.

Mr. Mayur Borse
Lecturer in Mechanical

Guru Gobind Singh Polytechnic, Nashik

Mayur Borse

We say textbooks are heart of classroom and this 
statement is true for a long time. We get 
knowledge from textbooks. Students find all the 
information they need which is clear and 
accurate. It can be used without internet, wifi or 
any other technical devices. Textbooks can also 
be cheaper than a web-capable device.
Regardless of these advantages of using 

textbooks, technology has been rapidly emerging 
to meet the needs of today’s students. Initially, many expected 
technology to just provide another means of viewing the textbooks. 
However, today’s devices provide not only admittance to electronic 
versions of the textbooks, but also deliver interactive content that 
keeps students involved and inspires them to explore beyond the 
text. 
But, if we discourse about information available on the web, then it is 
difficult to find whether the information is authentic and valid. The 
textbooks on the other hand are normally researched and peer 
reviewed which gives some assurance that the facts are correct. 
Although the students and consumers in general are not yet ready to 
entirely give up printed books as an information source, but e-
readers, e-technology, and e-textbooks are becoming increasingly 
common.

Ms. Sadaf S. 
Lecturer in Information Technology

Govt. Polytechnic, Thane

Mrs. Sadaf S.

Faculty Speak Contd...

“Are text books obsolete in the present scenario of technology”
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Student Speak

Textbooks have always been at the heart of the 
classrooms & the foremost source of knowledge 
for the students. They have been serving our 
needs and providing accurate information since 
ancient times. But with evolving technology, the 
orthodox method of accepting knowledge seems 
to fade away with time. The young generation 
tends to prefer electronic devices -mobiles, 
tablets, PCs, etc to expand their search beyond 
the boundaries of their curriculum. Due to the 

ease of these gadgets, they build up more reliability towards them for 
future purposes rather than opting for the concise data in textbooks. 
But the question still remains. Are textbooks obsolete at present?
Even the most basic web-capable gadgets give access to numerous 
services and resources to enhance research to a new level. These 
devices provide not only the digital versions of the texts to 
understand but also come up with interactive contents with the 
students that make them more attentive and encourage them to 
explore. Thus, giving them the freedom to choose their effective 
medium of study -fulfills our Prime Minister’s objective of Digital 
India. This also makes their study portable and accessible whilst 
books cannot change their contents with this versatility and user 
efficiency. Digital learning makes it convenient to keep the students’ 
resources updated with the latest information and inventions 
happening around the globe, which the books cannot keep pace. 
Students achieve flexibility by coming up with more questions using 
the information precisely with more practical approach. Textbooks 
are a very reliable source of information as they contain clear, 
concise and accurate information that’s easy for the students to 
understand and highlight the salient features from the content. 
Textbooks can be cheaper and advantageous over these gadgets as 
they do not require any wifi or internet connection for mentoring. 
Technology puts a financial burden on the parents as well as the 
schools-to implement and support this concept. Books have been 
made to project the curriculum standards, where the class follows a 
teacher-centered approach. Books of this time can still provide 
valuable information being an absolute tool for limited information 
& thus motivating to expand research beyond the texts.
 While the books are renowned for the limited information they 
possess but they could be found only in the hands of a nostalgic geek 
or a bookworm in coming years. So it could be just a matter of time 
when the traditional method of books will be put to rest and 
technology will be adopted thoroughly with all due respects to 
education.

Raj Jani
T. Y., Computer, Thakur Polytechnic, Mumbai

Raj Jani

We know present time is much smarter than the 
previous one. But when it comes about the topic 
of book, it is not obsolete and is never going to 
be. Yes nowadays we can easily download and 
read any book we want but the feel of holding a 
book into the hand and reading it very carefully is 
a totally different thing.
                

In the youth of modern devices we can’t get an e-
book with a beautiful hardcover which will make 

the reader curious to pick it up and read it. But our textbooks are 
doing this job from ages.
                

The Lovers of the book, yes I mean the enthusiastically readers of a 
textbook, are only going to read it and going to conserve it in their 
book shelf for future interest.
                

Books really complete the experience of reading. On an e-book we 
can’t see the beautiful calligraphy of the author, textbook is just set to 
a particular format for reading. The fonts and the style of printing the 
textbook create an essence for acquiring the knowledge. I agree that 
an E-book can give a vast knowledge about a particular topic, but 
interest of holding a book and reading it is created by a book only.
                

I will also not voice that e-books are totally not a good choice, it’s 
also a good choice but for e-books we also cannot vanish the paper 
books. And the e-books also can’t be the last option too.
                

At last I will say that both e-books and textbooks can make the future 
bright. There are much implementations which has to be done to 
make an e-book student’s partner, till that books are going to be a 
good friend of a student throughout his/her life.

Jay Santosh Jadhav 
TYCO, Matoshri Aasarabai Polytechnic,

Eklahare, Nashik

Jay S. Jadhav

Despite of advantages of using textbooks, 
technology is rapidly developing to meet the 
need of today’s students. At first, many expected 
technology to merely provide another means of 
viewing the textbooks while providing some 
ancillary information. However today’s devices 
produce access not only to electronic versions of 
the textbooks, but to interactive content that 

keeps students engaged and encourages them to 
explore beyond the text. Our digital world has placed more demands 
on student’s attention and has redefined the meaning of ‘literate’. 
Presently there exist no studies that depict whether or not the use of 
technology improves literacy, but textbooks do not allow students to 
practice the skills essential to be ‘digitally literate’ and are no longer 
able to attract student’s responsiveness.
                

Since the technology has become the central focus of schools and 
instructional improvements, there is also more funding available for 
the installment and implementation of technology programs. This 
make access to wifi and devices more affordable while funding 
allocated to textbook purchases continues to decline, putting more of 
a financial burden on students and their families. Schools may incur 
large coasts while trying to maintain and support a large network 
with many devices however; these devices can be used in all classes 
and have the power to push curriculum beyond the text. 
                

But, in general I hope the books never go away. Yet there are many 
things that we can take from books but not in electronic devices. The 
days of good literature bound in books form are not limited.   

Sanket Jadhav
Final Year, Electrical Engg, 

M.H.Saboo Siddik Polytechnic,
Mumbai

Sanket Jadhav
A tipping point was reached in the early part of 
the 2010s, when e-book sales by major book 
retailers overtook their printed book sales. As the 
reading public aged, younger readers expressed a 
preference for digital texts—when they read at 
all—meaning that the overall demand for 
physical books dropped precipitously. The 
spiralling cost of textbooks in the early part of the 

last decade also meant that new forms of delivery 
were required; for both economic and political reasons, textbook 
publishers found that they had to compete on cost and found that they 
could lower cost, and thus prices, by switching to digital delivery 
formats.
Beyond comprehending those elements and understanding the 
complex ways in which they interact, the library leader must also be 
able to project the future status of that system. An embedded 
assumption here is that the complex system that is the library will 
itself undergo change, and an effective leader must be able to 
anticipate those changes. Thus, using the language of situational 
awareness, scenarios should be viewed as one effort to describe a 
“future state of the system” in which decisions will need to be carried 
out. 
The printed book has been the chief rational object of the library for 
centuries. Changes in user demand for books would therefore have 
histrionic repercussions for the library.

Mr. Mhatre T. S. 
Rajendra Mane Polytechnic, Ambav, Sangmeshwar, Ratnagiri

Mr. Mhatre T. S. 

“Are text books obsolete in the present scenario of technology”
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Success Story of Government Women’s Residential Polytechnic, Yavatmal

Maharashtra is enriched with many great women social activists 
and reformers. Government of Maharashtra has proved to be the national 
leader in women education. Given an opportunity, women can excel in 
all the arenas including engineering. To vindicate it’s stand of women 
empowerment, the state government established a few women’s 
Polytechnics in the state. Government Residential Women’s 
Polytechnic, Latur (GRWPL) stands out to be one of them. 

The vision statement of the institute is to become a center of 
excellence, providing quality technical education and training to make 
self –reliant and sensible women citizens.
The mission statements of the institute are,
• To provide conductive environment for quality education.
• To extend facilities and services for excellence in technical 

education.
• To inculcate values and ethics for life-ling learning through 

curricular, co-curricular and extra-curricular activities.
• To enhance the skills of faculties and staff through quality 

improvement training programme and higher education.
Presently, institute is offering 3 years full time Engineering diploma 

in five different branches, viz,.Civil Engineering, Computer 
Engineering, Dress Designing and Garment Manufacturing, Electronics 
and telecommunication engineering & Medical Electronics 
Engineering.

Over the years, the institute has been on the path of excellence with 
an excellent track record of cent percent academic result with the best 
possible amenities and facilities for all the students including a sports 
ground. 

Brilliant has been the outcome of the superlative efforts of both the 
administrators and the performers taken together. Since inception, the 
college administration has displayed great interest in the overall 
development of its end product, i.e. students.  As a result, students not 
only outperformed in academics but also excelled in the extra-curricular 
and co-curricular activities as well. Institute is enriched with a two 
storied separate library building with 13488 books with 23 magazines 
and journals. The project of modernization of Library is in progress. 

The academic results have been scaling new heights with final year 
toppers (DDGM) surpassing 95 percent. Medical Electronics 
department exceedingly well at the Summer 2017 exams with all 
students securing distinction grade except but for one who just missed 
that grade by a whisker. This fineness has now become a regular feature 
at GRWPL. Parents are extremely happy and eager to admit their 
younger kith and kin too in GRWPL, as, their elder daughters who passed 
out with flying colors and are well settled in India and abroad. The 
consistently admirable profile of the institute in academics, sports and 
relevant activities have triggered many young minds to select GRWPL as 
their dream institute.

IEDSSA W-2 Zone General championship at Pune was won by the 
institute team by bagging 13 trophies in various sports and games 
activities to its kitty.  
• Institute has signed an MOU with MCED for 3-Day full time 

Entrepreneurship Development Program conduction at GRWPL 
campus. As a result, as many as 174 students of final year 
participated in it and visited many industries in and around Latur

• Five MOUs were signed in the year 2016-17 by Medical 
Electronics department and students have visited as many as 10 
industries and 14 hospitals to enrich their professional knowledge. 

• Civil engineering department has 07 well equipped laboratories 
with modern equipment. Many civil engineering students have 
excelled in project competition and won many prizes. 

• Electronics and Telecommunication Engg. department has 06 
modern laboratories with total investment of 3.4 crores. 
Department has arranged 05 guest lectures and 05 industrial visits. 
04 MOUs were signed by this department in 2016-17. 

• Computer engineering department is having 05 laboratories with 
105 modern computers. Various experts have delivered guest 
lectures on recent topics such as ethical hacking, cloud computing, 
and internet security.

• The applied science department has shown their excellence with 13 
Students scoring 100% marks in Mathematics at the MSBTE 
exams recently.  

• Dress Designing and Garment Manufacturing department 
(DDGM) has five up-to-date laboratories. New 18 industrial 
sewing machines were added in the department to give students the 
state of the art training. Students have successfully completed 08 

weeks full time industrial training at Garment Industry in Solapur. 
The students have excelled at the recently held Femieon 2017 
fashion show programme at GRWPL.
Government Women’s Residential Polytechnic, Latur organized 3-

Day Full time Entrepreneurship Awareness Camp (EAC) in 
collaboration with MCED (Maharashtra Centre For Entrepreneurship 
Development, Aurangabad), a Govt. of Maharashtra Nodal Agency 
under Department of Industries in Jan. 2017. Eminent speakers and 
officials including Regional Officer, MCED, Nanded Region, Manager, 
DIC, Latur, Manager, MIDC, Latur, Development Officer of Khadi 
Village Industries Department, Project Officer and Project Coordinator 
of MCED Latur District Office , successful women entrepreneurs and 
HOD’s guided the student participants on various topics such as, 
‘Entrepreneurship-What & how to make a carrier choice’, 
Entrepreneurial Traits, Business Opportunity Guidance (BOG) and 
Product selection, women entrepreneur schemes, Business Opportunity 
Search (BOS, IT/ Technology sector for Women Entrepreneurs and 
Project Report preparation.

The Hon.District Magistrate admired and appreciated the student 
participants for their excellent skills in rangoli art and poster presentation 
cum exhibition. In 2016-17, the student council was inaugurated at the 
hands of two lady civil engineers.
The institute ardently, with the able guidance of the Higher & Technical 
Education department, Directorate of Technical Education (DTE) and 
Maharashtra State Board of Technical Education (MSBTE) has been 
achieving laurels for its stake holders and shall continue to tread the path 
of excellence in the future so as to fulfill its vision.

Students at the Dress designing table

Main entrance of the institute

Mr. Shivajirao Munde, MCED Regional Officer guiding
 the students as staff members look on.
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Ultrathin Loudspeaker-Mic Also Generates Energy from Motion
“It’s a device that you can roll up and put in your pocket and then get 
somewhere and unroll and put it on a screen or a window or any platform and 
use it as a both a microphone and loudspeaker
The device’s microphone feature works in a way similar to high-end 
microphones already on the market and depend on the crystalline 
components, called piezoelectric transducers that pick up sound signals and 
convert them to electrical signals that a computer can then turn into audio.

Driverless Train Unveiled
A train that doesn’t run on physical tracks and that has no driver could 
soon carry commuters in China. The new Autonomous Rail Transit 
(ART) combines bus and train transportation systems and uses sensors to 
detect road dimensions and is guided by autonomous driving technology 
developed by a Chinese rail-maker. This technology enables the vehicle 
to follow routes without needing rails. A three-carriage ART is more than 
100 feet (30 meters) long and can carry up to 307 passengers, The transit 
system can reach a top speed of 70 km/h and can travel more than 25 km 
after just 10 minutes of charging. A similar transit system is taking shape 
in Dubai .The dedicated line will run parallel to a road bridge, competing 
with ground transportation for traffic. But the large fleet size and a new 
type of rechargeable battery will keep the automated system almost 
always accessible to its users. The system’s batteries will allow each 
vehicle to operate 1.5 hours between charges, while recharging will only 
take 10 minutes, maximizing the system’s operating on-time. 

3D Printed House in Less Than 24 Hours
A 3D printed home, engineered by a tech startup has been erected in a town 
outside Moscow. It took just less than a day to construct the 400 sq.ft 
structure with cost just under Rs.7.25 lakhs to complete. A mobile 3D printer 
was used to create the concrete walls and partitions as a fully linked structure, 
rather than printing the building in panels at an off-site facility as is usually 
done. The portable machine was later removed from the building, and a 
group of contractors added the roof and windows and finally the interiors 
were finished with the building’s shell too in 3D as it’s fast, eco-friendly, 
efficient and reliable

Smart and Blue’s smart showerheads
A series of Bluetooth-connected showerheads will give you a light 
display when it’s time to cut your long shower short. The showerheads, 
have built-in LED lights that change from green to blue to purple to red 
based on how much water you’ve used. Smart and Blue, the French 
company that created the showerheads, wants you to use the light as a 
visual cue to take shorter showers to reduce your water and energy bills.

Electric Avenue: Energy-Harvesting Tiles 
Just not imaginable! City sidewalks can be made to generate the energy 
that powers streetlights. When visitors stroll down a London Street, a 
tiled path down the center of the street captures energy from their steps 
and generates power to activate soundscapes of chirping birds and 
nighttime light displays all along the path. Energy produced by the tiled 
array, which measures about 108 square feet (10 square meters), also 
powers low-energy Bluetooth transmitters embedded in the pathway. It 
also has a seating area that doubles as an air purifier and surfaces covered 
in special paint that absorbs nitrogen oxide gas present in fossil fuel 
emissions.

Techno Buzz

Books are a uniquely 

portable magic. 

- Stephen King
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Institute FacultyNews : 

   Dr. Mily Jashank, Sr. Lecturer from Thakur 

Polytechnic, has been awarded a Scholarship 

grant for Academic Staff stay at Universidade de 

Santiago de Compostela (USC), Spain for May 

2017, in the 3rd Cohort of EUPHRATES 

programme, under Erasmus Mundus Action 2, 

Strand 1 regulations.

The non-teaching staff of JS Polytechnic, Pune at the training regarding 
fire control by Mr. Ajay Sutar, Manager, Dipak Fire  Extinguisher Company. 

Factory visit of various Polytechnic Institutes Participants during the faculty 
development Industrial Training Program at KEC International Pvt. Ltd, 

Butibori,Nagpur on 28th June,2017 .

Participants of various Polytechnic Institutes during the faculty development 
Industrial Training Program at M/s IT-Networkz Info System Pvt. Ltd, 

Nagpur on 24th June,2017 .

Prof. R. P. Mogre, Principal Government 

Residential Women’s Polytechnic, Yavatmal has 

been awarded the doctorate for  “Experimental 

study on Polypropylene fiber reinforced 

concrete with artificial sand” under the guidance 

of  Dr. D. K. Parbat, Nagpur by Sant Gadge Baba 

Amravati University, Amravati.
Prof. R. P. Mogre

Shri. Baburao Krishna Hajare, Librarian, Govt. 

Polytechnic, Kolhapur has been awarded the doctorate 

in May 2017for his thesis on “SWOT analysis of 

Polytechnic college libraries in Maharashtra with 

special reference to information and communication 

technology environment” in Library and Information 

Science by the Shivaji University, Kolhapur.Shri. Baburao Hajare

  Doctorate Industry visits

MSBTE sponsored Two week Induction training program (Phase II) 
starting 22.05.2017 was organised by Yashwantrao Bhonsale Polytechnic, 

Sawantwadi. Experts from NITTTR Bhopal  conducted the sessions. 

Government Polytechnic, Washim organized two weeks Short Term Training 
Program on “MATLAB and SIMULINK” during May / June 2017.  

Shri. Shivaji Jadhao, EE, Irrigation dept., Washim, Dr. D. K. Gupta, Principal, 
Dr. A. M. Jinturkar, Dr. V. J. Dongare and Prof. D. R. Dhotre were present.

The Induction Phase I program held from 1/5/2017 to 12/5/2017 
Sahyadri Polytechnic, Sawarde.

A. R. Kalsekar Polytechnic, Panvel organized a AICTE –ISTE 
Approved Faculty Development Program on Outcome  Based Education 

and NBA accreditation during June 2017

Dr. Mily Jashank

Participants of Phase-I Training Program at Dr. P. D. Polytechnic, Amravati 
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MSBTE News

Text books can be considered as student’s 
primary source of education, the drivers of 
curriculum. These text books, limited in 
knowledge, are structured as per the syllabus and 
good enough to attempt the exams in an 
organized manner and get through exams. But as 
far as learning is concerned, text books are only a 
starting point. There is a paradigm shift in 

curriculum standards. It is more of student 
centric, i.e., the curriculum expects students’ learning outcome.  As 
the saying goes, “teach me and I remember; involve me and I learn”, 
students need to be supplemented with additional knowledge to 
increase their learning capabilities where text books fall short.
Today’s students are growing with technology. They understand 
global competition; they are ambitious and prepare themselves for 
the competition. So, they need different sources of knowledge. The 
advent of internet and hence the digital technology has become a 
boon to aspiring students, they can access, read, share and learn in 
and out of class room to advance to next level. This technology has 
given a path way to competency based higher learning.       
Technology is changing at a faster rate. To keep abreast of current 
technology, the text books need to be updated periodically may be 
every year, which becomes a costly affair. The internet facility can 
update the knowledge as and when required. So, the dependency on 
wide variety of tools and techniques collectively known as ICT or 
digital technique has become unavoidable to gain expertise and 
confidence where the text books are lagging.
So, I think, it is high time for teachers to adapt to the changing needs 
of students and work towards increasing students’ learning 
outcomes through available educational technologies.

Mrs. Aruna Kademani
Lecturer, D.Y.Patil Inst. of Technology,

Navi Mumbai

Mrs. Aruna Kademani

Institute News : Student Contd...
MSBTE Project Competitions 2016-17 

 Winners & Runners

Recently Joined MSBTE officers:

Mr. U.T. Nagdeve
Dy. Secretary, MSBTE

Mrs. Darshana Chande
System Analyst,

 MSBTE

Mr. B. M. Kardile
Dy. Secretary, 

RBTE,Mumbai

Dr. Anand N. Pawar
Dy. Secretary, 
RBTE, Aurangabad

Shri. V. M. Kolhe
Assistant Secretary (T)

RBTE, Pune

Dr. A.V. Khandekar
System Analyst, 
RBTE,Mumbai

Smt K. S. Ingole
System Analyst, 

RBTE,Nagpur

Smt. Shital S. Fartade
System Analyst, 
RBTE,Pune

Shri. S. R. Rautwar
Assistant Secretary (NT)

RBTE, Pune

Smt. Vidya D. Sankhe
Accounts Officer, 
MSBTE

Mr. Sanjay D. Bhuse
Assistant Secretary (NT)
RBTE, Aurangabad

Smt. Shradha Vilas Thakur
Assistant Secretary (NT), MSBTE, 

retired on superannuation 
on 30th April 2017 after 

 34 years of service. 

Retired

Dr.Abhay Wagh, Director,MSBTE, inaugurating the Static 
Career fair at Vivekanand Polytechnic, Mumbai

Faculty Speak Contd...

The reason is that till date,

in spite of advances in

information technology and

strategies of information,

the written word in the form

of books still remains one of

humanity’s most enduring

legacies. - Ibrahim Babangida

Hon. Shri. Vinod Tawde, Minister, Higher & Technical 
Education, M.S. making a point as Mr.Sameer Somaiya, Trustee, 

KJSomaiya group, Dr. Manoj Bhide, Director, SIMSREE, Dr. 
Abhay Wagh, Director, MSBTE & Mr. V. Ranganathan, Ex. 

Chief Secretary, Govt. of Maharashtra keenly listen.

Hon. Shri. Vinod Tawde, Minister, Higher & Technical 
Education, M.S. addressing to the queries of trustees of 

Polytechnics at a Kaushalya Setu review meeting in June 2017

Textbooks have long been the essential tools of 
an Education System, the “Heart of the 
Classroom.” It is the giver of knowledge to all 
people of different ages. It helps students to find 
information, acts as a Guide to students and 
teachers for developing Curriculum. But now 
with the rapid expansion of technology, 

textbooks teaching are replaced with Smart Class. 
Today’s devices provide access not only to electronic versions of 
textbook but keep students engaged and encourages them to explore 
beyond text. Traditionally educators adopted a Teacher-Centered 
Approach but it is flipped now to more Student-Centered Approach. 
Textbook were created in order to provide essential information for 
class without requiring teachers to find other sources. With 
Technology, these limitation diminish, helps students and teachers to 
look beyond in order to be successful. Textbooks are becoming a 
source only for some students for a quick revision or a tool for 
passing exam, it is no longer essential tool for student’s success. 
Despite of big books in library students opt for digital technology as 
with textbooks it takes time to absorb knowledge so textbooks are 
becoming obsolete. In the  Present Scenario students are interested 
in limited study ,they don’t have the patience to search for other 
books for increasing their knowledge as they interested in enjoying 
life so they opt for internet to search information in detail in limited 
time, but when it comes for Exam Preparation, competitive  or  
Theory Papers or Internal exams of schools,colleges,students  are 
still relying on textbooks for studies so Textbooks are not becoming 
obsolete but a limited use tool for success.
“The level of our success is limited only by our imagination and 
no act of kindness, however small, is ever wasted”.

Miss.Priya Pillai.
Lecturer in Chemistry,GES’s Sir Dr.M.S.Gosavi Polytechnic,

Nasik

Miss.Priya Pillai
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Institute News : Student 

Technical Education Awareness Program 

Dr. Bagul S. J. (Principal) addressing students at Inauguration function of ‘Technical Education Awareness Program’ and 
Prof. Ingale P. D. giving information about Electronic Gadgets to students at Matoshri Aasarabai Polytechnic, Eklahare, Nashik.

Entrepreneurship Development Program

Entrepreneurship Development and Training and Placement cell of Thakur Polytechnic, Kandivli, Mumbai  organized a session on 
‘ABCDE-Any Body Can Do Entrepreneurship’ on 27th June 2017 by  Navayuvak  Entrepreneurs  for all the students of Final Year.

They were guided and motivated towards Entrepreneur development, government policies, supporting agencies,as the need of time and young 
youth to take our country towards exploring the potential within them and thus providing job opportunities to the present and upcoming generation. 

Achievement

Ms. Sharon Dondardive student of Final Year Electrical Engineering of  Shri. Datta Meghe Polytechnic, 
Nagpur brought laurels to the college. She had won first prize in 9th All India Indian Classical Music, 
Dance & Drama Competition and 10th International Festival of Indian Art and culture. 
She performed Bharatnatyam dance in senior category & was awarded with a trophy, medal & certificate. 
Ms. Sharon Dongardive also participated in the 11th international competition & festival of Indian art 
and culture at Indo – Thai Chamber of Commerce, Bangkok, Thailand and won 1st prize in senior 
category Bharatnatyam solo. 

Students of Padmashri Dr. Vitthalrao Vikhe Patil Institute of Technology &
 Engineering (Polytechnic), Loni, Ahmednagar, at an industrial training during 
May 2017 with Mr. Ho Bong Kim, Managing Director, Mr. I. S. Hwang, Factory 
ead, Mr. Suresh Nanaware, Dy. Manager HR & IR, of Ever Electronics Pvt. Ltd., 

Koregaon Bhima and Prof. R. B. Nimbalkar,TPO. 

Industrial training

K. E. Society’s Rajarambapu Institute of Technology, Diploma 2nd Shift, 
Rajaramnagar,  Islampur Dist Sangli placed students through campus drive at 

Institute. Seen are the staff  and placed students.

Placements
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Staff and students of MCE Society’s Institute of Pharmacy (Diploma), Azam Campus, Camp, Pune celebrated 

Van Mahotsav Week- 2017 by planting 150 tress at the Bopdev ghat forest, lake district, Yewalewadi, Kondhwa Bk, 
Pune as a part of National Service Scheme (NSS) activity

Van Mahotsav

Thakur Polytechnic, Kandivli, Mumbai is awarded  2nd time 

accreditation certification  by National Board Of Accreditation for 

five Diploma program which includes Diploma in Electronics & 

Telecommunication Engineering, Electronics Engineering, 

Mechanical Engineering, Computer Engineering and Information 

Technology on 10th April 2017 for academic year 2017-18 and 2018- 

19. In the global scenario of competition, accreditation process 

ensures quality standards of an institution. 

Vidya Prasarak Mandal’s (VPM) Polytechnic, Thane, is one 

of the self-financed Polytechnic to get all it’s five diploma 

programmes Electrical Power System, Industrial Electronics, 

Instrumentation, Information Technology and Computer 

Engineering   Accredited by National Board of Accreditation, New 

Delhi for academic years  2017-2018 and 2018-2019.

NBA-Achievers

 Jayawantrao Sawant Polytechnic
The World Yoga Day has been celebrated in JSPM’s Jayawantrao 
Sawant Polytechnic on 21st of June 2017. Prof. S. S.  Kande, the 
Principal, has guided the staff members how Yoga is important to live 
healthy, and energetic life.  All the Heads of the Departments too 
participated.

Celebration of World Yoga Day (21 June) in JSPM’s

         77 Faculty members participated in different courses QCAD, OPENFOAM, SCILAB, C AND CPP,  LIBREOFFICE under Faculty Development 
Program  - organized by Matoshri Aasarabai Polytechnic, Eklahare,  Nashik in collaboration with Spoken Tutorial Training Program, IIT Bombay.

The most technologically efficient 

machine that man invented 

is the book. -Northrop Frye

Institute News : contd.... 
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MSBTE is working hard to strengthen industry institute interaction. In-
plant Training is done basically to comprehend what transpires in the 
industry and to what extent it collaborates with institutional learning. 
MSBTE has introduced in-plant training of four weeks for the students in 
the state as part of the curriculum, which will benefit students in getting 
an exposure of the industrial culture after completion of their fourth and 
sixth semesters. The in-plant training scheme is expected to benefit 
students in getting ‘Certificate of Proficiency’ after completion of their 
training.
Shri Siddheshwar Women’s Polytechnic,Solapur has taken a unique 
initiative to organize “Centralized In-plant Training Activity” for 
various diploma institutes in Solapur district so as to make diploma 
candidates industry-ready. The training activity was held during 12th 
May 2017 to 31st May 2017.
Most of the times, industry does not allow students in their plant for the 
training courtesy their terms and conditions. So, to avoid such loss to 
students, Shri Siddheshwar Women’s Polytechnic,Solapur invited 
eminent trainers from well-established industries who can create the 
professional industrial atmosphere in the institute. District coordinator 
and TPOs’ guided the students for the purpose.
A total of 3299 students from 22 different institutes of Solapur district 
registered for the training and 2912 students have undergone the training 
on emerging domains of the market  like AutoCAD and 15 Phases of Site 
Training for Civil Engineering branch. Students of Computer 
Engineering and Information Technology branch were trained in 
ASP.NET, Android Development and PHP Webdesign. Electrical 

Inauguration ceremony of “In-plant training 2017” in Shri Siddheshwar 
Women’s Polytechnic, Solapur on 8th May 2017 by Dr. Abhay Wagh, Director, 
MSBTE Mumbai in the august presence of  Shri Dharmraj Kadadi, President, 
SSWP Solapur, Dr. Halkude S.A.Member, Governing Body SSWP, Solapur,Dr. 
Chitlange M.R.,Deputy Secretary, RBTE, Pune, Principal of WIT, Solapur, 
Prof. Dharane G.R.Principal, SSWP Solapur. Also present were Prof. 
Chanshetti A.U. Inplant Training Coordinator, Solapur District and Ms. Jyoti 
Tarange , Co-ordinator Solapur District Inplant Training Activity 

Engineering branch students were enriched of PLC, Manufacturing and 
testing of Transformer. The Electronics and Telecommunication 
Engineering branch students were trained in PCB Design, PCB using 
OrCAD, Design and Manufacturing of Embedded System. The students 
of  Mechanical Engineering and Automobile engineering  branch were 
trained in CATIA, CNC Milling, CNC Turning, Precision Industrial 
Training at Chavan Automobiles Industrial Training  center,etc.
 These trainings were conducted at 5 centers of Solapur District viz,. Shri 
Siddheshwar Women’s Polytechnic, Solapur, SES Polytechnic,  
Solpaur, Bhagwant Institute of Technology, Barshi, Shivaji Polytechnic, 
Sangola and Shri Vitthal Education and Research Institute, College of 
Engineering(Polytechnic), Pandharpur.
 The training sessions was conducted by experts in the respective field. 
Total 42 trainers were involved from industries like Q8 Technologies 
Pune, Zensar Solutions Pune, APTRON TECH, SATARA, Rudra 
Infotech, Samarth CNC Institutions, CAD CENTER,SOLAPUR , 
N.Kenin Technologies, Precision Chamshaft,Solapur, Chavan Motors 
Pvt. Ltd. Solapur.
The duration of training was 20 days including 15 days practical 
exposure to the domain knowledge followed by 5 days hard core 
development and testing on live projects. At the end of the training, 
project exhibition was taken for all the students and two groups were 
selected from each domain as winners by respective juries.
In a nutshell,the students were overwhelmed by the knowledge they 
acquired in the training. It helped them to develop their personality as per 
the industry requirements and to know the present scenario of the 
industry. 

Glimpses of the training

Civil engineering students at different site locations 

Computer engineering students acquiring the knowledge of “Android 
App Development” by the trainer Ranjeet Sudhikar from Q8 
Technologies Pune.

In-plant training of students – A unique venture of Solapur Institutes.
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MSBTE Career Fairs Snippets

Dr. S.J. Patil Dy. Secretary, RBTE, Nagpur, addressing and 
guiding the students at the Career Fair organized by
 Dharampeth Polytechnic,Nagpur on 3rd June 2017

Students registering at the Career fair conducted by
 Government Polytechnic, Gadchiroli on 17th June 2017.

l

Students listening to the Counsellor at a static fair organized
by Government Polytechnic, Gondia on 17th June 2017.

Shri. Ghodmare, Counseling the students and parents at a static 
career fair organized by Kamalprakash Pharmacy College &

 Research center, Kherda,Karanja,Dist.Washim on 13th June 2017.
A counselling session in progress at the Career fair organized by 

Sai Polytechnic, Kinhi, Ralegaon, Dist. Yavatmal on 15th June 2017.

Shri.A.A. Gulhane, Principal, Government Polytechnic, 
Murtizapur addressing the participant students at the 

static career fair organized on 15th June 2017.

Hon. Mr. Dure, Education officer, Wardha, addressing students 
at a career fair conducted by Shri  Vyankatesh Polytechnic, 

Yelakeli, Dist. Wardha on 14th June2017 

Shri. Dipakaji Girhe, DYSP, Niphad, guiding  the students at  Static 
Career fair organised by K. K.Wagh Polytechnic Nashik at 

K. K. Wagh Vidyabhavan , Niphad . 
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MSBTE Career Fairs Snippets Contd...

Participant students at a career fair conducted by Shri Yogeshwari 
Polytechnic, Ambajogai, Dist.Beed on 4th June 2017.

Dr.Prerna Rathod HOD, Govt.Women’s Residential Polytechnic, 
Latur counselling the students at the Career fair held at Visvesvaraya 

Polytechnic, Almala, dist. Latur.

Hon. Balasaheb Wagh, Chairmain of  K. K.Wagh Education  
society guiding  the students at  Static Career fair organised by

 K. K.Wagh Polytechnic Nashik. 

Dr.U.D.Shiurkar, Director, Deogiri Institute of Engineering & MBA, 
addressing the students at Static Career Fair At Dnyaneshwar 
Polytechnic, Newasa, Dist. Ahmednagar on 15th June 2017.

Students listening to the Counsellor at a static fair organized by 
Mata Mahakali Polytechnic, Warora, Dist. Chandrapur on 17th June 2017.

Students listening to the counsellor at the career fair held at 
K. E. Society s Rajaram Institute of Technology, Lohagaon, 

Pune on 09/06/2017.

Students registering and collecting information brochure at a Career 
fair conducted by Vidyavardhini Inst. Of Technology, Pal, Kolhapur.

A counselling session on at the Career fair conducted by 
Government Polytechnic, Gadchiroli on 17th June 2017.


